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Abstract: The tensile properties of fabric-reinforced cementitious matrix (FRCM) composites are
experimentally investigated through clevis-grip tensile tests (according to AC434 provisions) on
FRCM coupons realized with customized (ad hoc developed in this paper) cement-based matrices.
The tested FRCM coupons are reinforced with basalt, carbon, or steel fabrics, and are prepared
with three different matrices: one-component mortar incorporating dispersible copolymer powders
of vinyl acetate and ethylene (matrices A and B) and two-component mortar with carboxylated
styrene–butadiene copolymer liquid resin (matrix C). This has made it possible to investigate the
mechanical compatibility between different mortar matrices and fabrics and the resulting tensile
properties of FRCM composites in the uncracked, cracking, and fully cracked phases. Experimental
results are critically analyzed in terms of stress–strain curves and failure mechanisms comparatively
for the analyzed FRCM systems. It has been shown that the matrix B exhibits a good compatibility
with the basalt pre-impregnated fabric, while the matrix C appears to be the most suitable candidate
to optimize the interfacial stress transfer at the fiber–matrix interface for all fabrics, thus exalting
the mechanical performances in terms of tensile strength and ultimate strain. The results of this
experimental program can be useful for designing optimized mortar mixes aimed at realizing novel
FRCM composites or at improving existing FRCM systems by suitably accounting for compatibility
behavior and slippage at the fabric–matrix interface.

Keywords: fabric-reinforced cementitious matrix (FRCM); FRCM coupon; clevis-grip tensile tests;
cement-based matrix; customized mortar; basalt fabric; carbon fabric; steel fabric

1. Introduction

Fabric-reinforced cementitious matrix (FRCM) systems are being used frequently for
retrofitting existing concrete and masonry structures [1,2] as an alternative to the well-
known fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) composites [3,4]. FRCM systems are realized by
embedding fibers (in the form of a dry or pre-impregnated fabric having unidirectional or
bidirectional configuration) within an inorganic (cement-based, lime-based, or geopolymer
mortar) matrix that usually incorporates short polymer fibers [5]. Externally bonded FRCM
systems have been used for various structural purposes, such as confinement of reinforced
concrete columns [6,7], flexural strengthening [8–10] or shear strengthening [11–13] of
reinforced concrete members. Since in all such applications FRCM composites are externally
bonded to the concrete/masonry substrate, the effectiveness of this retrofitting technology
strongly relies on two factors: (1) the bond behavior at the FRCM–substrate interface and
(2) the tensile properties of the composite in the uncracked, cracking, and fully cracked
phase involving the fabric–matrix interaction. These properties are inherently related
to the matrix–fiber and matrix–substrate compatibility features, as well as to the ability
of the matrix to interfacially interact with the fiber yarns. As an example, a common
drawback of FRCM systems could be the limited bond adhesion between matrix and
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dry fibers, which may give rise to telescopic failure of the fabric [14–16]. It is, therefore,
essential to mechanically characterize, through appropriate laboratory tests, these two
factors (bond behavior and tensile properties) underlying the mechanical behavior of the
FRCM composite as a whole. The former (bond behavior) is generally investigated through
single-lap/double-lap shear tests [17–19] or indirect beam tests [20,21]. The latter (tensile
properties) can be analyzed through tensile tests on FRCM prismatic coupons [22–26],
which provide useful information on tensile strength and axial stiffness of the composite.

There are generally two methods for the mechanical characterization of tensile prop-
erties of FRCM coupons, illustrated in Figure 1: (1) the clamping-grip tensile test, in which
the matrix is directly gripped by four steel plates (or tabs) transferring the tensile load
from the testing machine, which induces a shear stress combined with normal stress on
the specimen in the gripping zone—this loading configuration is adopted in the Italian
guideline CNR-DT 215 [27]—and (2) the clevis-grip tensile test, in which the tensile load
from the testing machine is transferred to the FRCM coupon through an auxiliary steel
tab connected to the steel tabs through a clevis pin, thus producing shear stress without
transversal stress in the gripping zone—this loading configuration is adopted in the US
guidelines AC434 [28] and ACI 549 [1]. The main feature of clamping-grip tests (and the
main difference with respect to clevis-grip tests) is that the gripping pressure should be
sufficient to avoid local matrix failure, prevent matrix–textile slippage, and lead to eventual
textile rupture.
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215/2018 [27]) and clevis-grip (US guidelines AC434 [28] and ACI 549 [1]) loading configurations.

It is worth noting that the tensile behavior of the FRCM coupons is affected by the
bond properties at the fabric–matrix interface because the load is transferred from the
matrix to the fabric in both (clevis-grip and clamping-grip) testing configurations through
interfacial shear stress [29], although the two testing schemes produce different boundary
conditions.

In this paper, the experimental results of clevis-grip tensile tests on FRCM coupons
realized with different fibers and customized matrices are presented. In the authors’
opinion, this testing configuration can offer more reliable results because of the absence
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of transversal stress along the clamping length, which may exalt micro-defects that occur
during the specimen preparation. Moreover, as said above, the results of the clamping-
grip tests may be affected by the gripping pressure. The novel contributions of this work
compared to other experimental campaigns are here summarized:

• The tensile tests are carried out with the same fabric layout and comparing three
different customized (rather than commercial, as typically adopted in papers available
from the pertinent literature) cement-based matrices, ad hoc developed in this paper.
This has made it possible to evaluate the best compatibility at the fabric–matrix
interface for different compositions of mortar.

• The tensile tests are comparatively carried out with the same matrix but different fiber
types (basalt, carbon, and steel), thus highlighting the influence of the axial rigidity of
the fiber mesh on the mechanical behavior (tensile strength and failure mechanism) of
the composite coupon and slippage at the fabric–matrix interface.

• Elastic moduli and stress and strain indicators are computed for all the investigated
coupons according to AC434 provisions in order to draw useful conclusions on the
mechanical performance of the investigated FRCM systems.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials

Three fabrics, consisting of open meshes of fibers having different natures, were
used for the preparation of the FRCM coupons: (1) basalt bidirectional (balanced) pre-
impregnated fabrics, (2) carbon bidirectional (balanced) dry fiber rovings, and (3) unidi-
rectional steel fabric made of ultra-high strength steel (UHTSS) galvanized wires twisted
in cords. This research work belongs to a wider experimental campaign investigating the
performance of such kinds of fabrics, quite popular in the field of structural retrofitting of
masonry or concrete structures. The photographs of the utilized fabrics along with some
detailed microscope images of the joints and of the cross-sections of the single yarns (steel
wires) are shown in Figure 2, while their main physical and mechanical properties are listed
in Table 1. For high-magnification images, a 3D optical microscope was used (KH-8700
digital microscope, Hirox, Tokyo, Japan).

Table 1. Physical and mechanical properties of the fabrics used in the FRCM coupons.

Fabric Mesh
Configuration

Density
[g/m2]

Equivalent Thickness
tf [mm2/mm]

Elastic Modulus
[GPa]

Tensile
Strength [MPa]

Ultimate
Strain [%]

basalt balanced 450 0.075 90/75 † 3200/1450 † >3/>2.3 †

carbon balanced 220 0.061 240/209 † 4700/1850 † >1.8/0.9 †

steel unidirectional 2200 0.27 190 >2200 >1.2
† First and second number refers to the filament and to the fabric (per direction) property, respectively.

The three types of fabrics were combined with customized cementitious matrices to
constitute the FRCM system. All customized mortar mixes contained ordinary Portland
cement (CEM I 52,5 R), aggregates (max grain size 600 µm), cellulose-based additives
(to improve workability and water-retention properties), resin, short polymer fibers and
water. Short polymer (polyacrylonitrile) fibers (nominal diameter 16 µm, length 8 mm,
specific weight 1.18 g/m3, elastic modulus 13.5 GPa) were dispersed in the cementitious
paste to prevent plastic shrinkage while improving the curing process. Three different
resins/binders were used in the mix design (approximately 2.5% in weight), either in
powder (resins A and B) or liquid (resin C) form, whose physical properties are listed in
Table 2. The three resins gave rise to three related matrices, called matrix A and B (both
one-component matrices) and matrix C (two-component matrix), respectively.
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Table 2. Physical characteristics of the resins/binders used in the customized cementitious matrices.

Resin Appearance Chemical Components Bulk Density [g/L]

A free-flowing white powder copolymer of vinyl acetate, vinyl versatate and ethylene 400–600
B white to light beige powder copolymer of vinyl acetate and ethylene 405–555
C white liquid carboxylated styrene-butadiene copolymer. -
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In this experimental campaign, each matrix was comparatively used for the three types
of fabrics: this made it possible to identify the most suitable resin/binder for improving
the adhesion between the cementitious matrix and the fabric. In particular, resin A was a
re-dispersible binder based on copolymer of vinyl acetate, vinyl versatate and ethylene,
while the resin B, also dispersible in water, was based on copolymer powder of vinyl acetate
and ethylene. Although both resins A and B had polyvinyl alcohol as a protective colloid
and a similar chemical composition, resin B was softer and more flexible than resin A
because of the relatively high ethylene content. Moreover, resin A was associated with a
lower ash content (10.5%) than that of resin B (13%), as obtained by thermogravimetric
analysis at 1000 ◦C. On the other hand, resin C was a water-based (aqueous) dispersion of
a carboxylated styrene–butadiene copolymer used for modification of hydraulic binders,
with a viscosity (Brookfield LVF, 60 rpm) equal to 90 mPa·s as per ISO 1652 standards.

The various ingredients of the cementitious paste were mixed through a pan mixer by
adding water gradually until the cement slurry appears of good consistency, in compliance
with UNI EN 196-1 specifications. The mix design of the three resulting mortar matrices is
reported in Table 3. The lower water content in the matrix C was due to the fact that the
water-based resin C inherently contains a small amount of water.

Table 3. Mix design (quantities in [kg/m3] units) of the cement mortars.

Material Matrix A & B † Matrix C

Portland cement 460 460
aggregates 1255 1310
additives 2 2

resin 55 † 220
polyacrylonitrile fibers 15 15

water 319 110
† The mix design of matrix A and B only differs for the type (same proportions) of resin employed.

2.2. Mechanical Characterization of Mortar Mixes

The three customized matrices considered in the preparation of the FRCM coupons
were mechanically characterized in terms of flexural and compression strength in accor-
dance with UNI EN 196-1 standards. Three prismatic specimens of each mortar (dimensions
40 mm × 40 mm × 160 mm) were poured in metal molds, de-molded after 48 h and left
cured at controlled temperature (22 ± 0.5 ◦C) and humidity conditions (60%). The measured
(average) densities of each mortar were 1651 kg/m3, 1667 kg/m3 1583 kg/m3 for matrix A,
B, and C, respectively. The prismatic specimens of matrices A and C were then tested at 3,
7, and 28 days from casting (those of matrix B are only tested at 28 days) to investigate the
evolution of the mechanical properties at different stages of the hardening process.

To determine the flexural strength, three-point bending tests were performed (three
specimens for each batch) in load-controlled mode (monotonically increasing load) with a
test frame having a load capacity 15 kN (load rate 50 N/s). Then, compression tests were
carried out on the two halves of the broken prism with another test frame having 250 kN
load capacity (load rate 2400 N/s) by distributing the applied load through two platens of
4 cm side. Test results (average values with error bars) are illustrated in Figure 3. In general,
the two-component matrix C exhibited a lower performance than the one-component
matrix A in the early curing times (3 days) but considerably better mechanical behavior
during the development of the hardening process (+20% and +30% at 7 and 28 days in
terms of flexural strength, +33% at 28 days in terms of compression strength). Matrix
B (only tested at 28 days) exhibited the worst performance among the three considered
matrices, with strength results slightly lower than those pertinent to matrix A. The quite
narrow error bars reveal low dispersion in the obtained experimental findings.
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Figure 3. Flexural and compression strength of mortar matrices according to UNI EN 196-1.

It is worth noting that the matrices developed in this work exhibit a relatively higher
flexural strength and compression strength than alternative, commercial cement-based
matrices adopted in other literature papers, e.g., [30,31].

2.3. Preparation of FRCM Coupons for Tensile Tests

The three matrices were used for fabricating prismatic coupons having nominal dimen-
sions of 50 mm × 600 mm × 10 mm (width × length × thickness). These dimensions are
based on the Italian guidelines for the tensile qualification of FRCM systems [32]—Annex 1.

Differently from other literature studies in which FRCM coupons are extracted by
cutting a larger panel [33], in this experimental campaign specific formworks were realized
for the individual coupons thus minimizing the uncertainties related to the fabric reinforce-
ment area per specimen. A first layer of fresh mortar (thickness 5 mm) was poured within
metal molds (that are preliminarily sprayed with a lubricating oil to facilitate demolding)
as illustrated in Figure 4, then the fabric was positioned, a gentle pressure was exerted to
facilitate the adhesion between reinforcement textile and fresh cement paste, and finally a
second layer of fresh mortar (thickness 5 mm) was poured to finish the coupon. Consider-
ing the width of the coupon and the yarn spacing of the employed fabrics, 2 yarns of basalt
fabric, 3 yarns of carbon fabric, and 18 steel wires were involved in the cross-section of the
FRCM coupon.
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For the prismatic specimens without fabric used to determine the tensile properties
of the plain matrices, the same preparation procedure was followed by directly pouring
the entire thickness (10 mm) of fresh mortar paste within the molds in a single phase. The
coupons were demolded after 48 h and left to cure at controlled temperature (22 ± 0.5 ◦C)
and humidity conditions (60%) for 28 days.

2.4. FRCM Coupons: Tensile Test Setup and Measured Quantities

Steel tabs were bonded to the external faces of the coupons at the hardened state
(i.e., after 28 days from casting) through a high-temperature-resistant, low-viscosity epoxy
adhesive applied to both the mortar face and the steel plate, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. FRCM coupons at the hardened state with steel tabs bonded with epoxy adhesive.

This special adhesive (two parts, resin and hardener) has the following characteristics:
modified amine as hardener, fixture time (to develop a shear strength of 0.1 MPa at 22 ◦C)
equal to 75 min, complete cure time 3 days at room temperature, shear strength 20 MPa
cured for 7 days at 22 ◦C, tensile strength (ISO 527-3) 31 MPa, tensile modulus (ISO 527-3)
6.7 GPa, compressive strength (ISO 604) 80 MPa determined on 1.2 mm thick samples.

All the tensile tests on the FRCM coupons were performed within a time frame of
7 days from one another to ensure a consistent comparison between specimens prepared
with different matrices or fabrics but having a similar curing time. The tensile load was
transferred from the testing machine to the FRCM coupons through the aforementioned
steel tabs, 2.5 mm thick, epoxy bonded along the two terminal zones of the coupon for
the entire width. It is well known from the literature that the contact length between steel
tabs and FRCM coupon (also called “gripping length”) plays a key role in the mechanical
characterization of the system through clevis-grip tensile tests [34,35]. A minimum gripping
length of 75 mm is recommended by the US guidelines AC434 [28]. Some studies indicated
that a contact length at least higher than 150 mm could be adequate for the complete
characterization of different FRCM systems made of polyparaphenylene benzobisoxazole
(PBO) dry fabric as well as dry and pre-impregnated carbon and basalt fabrics [33], although
general estimations of the effective bond length of FRCM systems are hard to make. Based
on these literature findings, a contact length equal to 165 mm (free length of 270 mm) was
selected in this experimental campaign, as illustrated in Figure 6.

A clevis-grip system constituted by a clevis pin with diameter Ø20 mm and an auxil-
iary steel plate in between the two steel tabs bonded to the specimen was used to apply
shear stress without any normal stress, according to the clevis-grip tensile test setup in
Figure 1. The auxiliary steel plate (and not the steel tabs bonded to the FRCM coupon) was
clamped in the hydraulic wedges of the testing equipment through the wedges standard
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clamping pressure. From a mechanical perspective, this test method aims at simulating a
retrofitting condition in which the composite system is not anchored at its ends so that the
response depends on the bond behavior at the fabric–matrix interface [26]. Tensile rupture
of the fabric or fabric–matrix slippage are the two possible failure mechanisms.
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Monotonic tensile tests were performed in displacement control mode (0.2 mm/min
according to [32]) through a universal testing machine (Zwick/Roell Z600) equipped with
a 600 kN load cell and an initial preload of less than 5% of the expected ultimate load
was applied to fully engage the clevis grip mechanism. Axial force (F) was recorded by
the integrated load cell of the testing machine, while the axial strain (ε) was measured
through a 200 mm gauge length macro extensometer (see again Figure 6). When significant
cracks fell beyond the gauge length of the extensometer, an approximate estimate of the
strain was calculated as the global displacement of the crosshead (measured through a
potentiometer integrated within the load cell) divided by the free length of the specimen,
under the assumption that no slip occurs within the gripping length (the validity of this
assumption has been checked a posteriori for all tested FRCM coupons). It is worth noting
that a detailed discussion of possible strain measurements and their effects in clevis-grip
tests has recently reported by Focacci et al. [36].

The force was normalized with reference to the cross-section of the fabric in the loading
direction, depending on the number of yarns and the fabric thickness, to obtain the fabric
axial stress σf as follows:

σf =
F

b f · t f
(1)

where b f and t f are the width and equivalent thickness of the fabric. It is worth noting that,
according to the sketch in Figure 7, the modulus of elasticity changes from the uncracked to
the cracked phase. The modulus of elasticity in the uncracked phase is termed E∗

f = σt/εt

(σt and εt being the stress and strain associated with the first mortar cracking, corresponding
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to the so-called transition point in Figure 7), while that in the cracked phase, termed E f
(Figure 7), is calculated according to AC434 provisions [28] as the secant slope between
0.6σf u and 0.9σf u:

E f =
0.3σf u

ε f @0.9σf u
− ε f @0.6σf u

(2)

where σf u is the ultimate tensile strength of the FRCM coupon, while ε f @0.6σf u
and ε f @0.9σf u

are the strains corresponding to 0.6σf u and 0.9σf u in the stress–strain curve, respectively.
It is worth noting that E f includes both the elastic deformation of the fabric and its slip-
page within the matrix occurring in the post-cracking phase. In compliance with AC434
provisions [28], the ultimate tensile strain ε f u for the FRCM coupons was calculated by
extrapolation of the secant slope E f up to the stress level σf u, which in mathematical form
is expressed as:

ε f u = ε f @0.6σf u
+

0.4σf u

E f
(3)
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Figure 7. Schematic results of clevis-grip tensile tests and identification of characteristic points and
mechanical parameters according to AC434 guidelines [28].

Finally, the determination of the tensile stress in the prismatic coupons without fabric
σmatrix was performed through the following equation:

σmatrix =
F

b0 · t
(4)

where b0 and t represent the nominal width and thickness of the prismatic specimen,
respectively. The ultimate strain is here assumed as the strain value attained at the peak
value of σmatrix in the stress–strain curve. This matrix axial stress was additionally computed
for FRCM coupons and reported along a secondary vertical axis in order to investigate
the matrix’s contribution in the overall tensile behavior of the specimen for the various
investigated cement-based matrices.

3. Results and Discussion

Before testing the FRCM coupons (realized with various fabrics and matrices), clevis-
grip tensile tests are performed on prismatic specimens (same nominal dimensions as
reported in Section 2.3) without fabrics in order to investigate the tensile properties of
the plain matrices. Three coupons per composite are realized, although in some cases the
results of just two replications per type are reported because some specimens, especially
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the coupons without fabrics, exhibited micro-cracking before testing, probably due to the
manufacturing process. Relevant results are illustrated in Figure 8 in terms of stress–strain
curves (left) and stiffness and strength indicators (right): it is clearly seen that the tensile
behavior obtained from these tests is consistent with the mechanical properties of the three
matrices in Figure 3. In particular, matrix C exhibits the best mechanical performance in
terms of elastic modulus and tensile strength, whereas matrices A and B show relatively
comparable results, around 20% lower than matrix C. The tensile strength ranges from 1.5 to
2.5 MPa, depending on the matrix. The failure mode observed for all these (plain matrix)
specimens is brittle, and the tests are stopped once the matrix starts cracking. These results
are useful to interpret the composite behavior of the FRCM coupons, as clarified below.
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Figure 8. Stress–strain curves (left) and elastic modulus and tensile strength (right) of prismatic
specimens realized with three different cement-based matrices without fabrics (plain matrix).

The stress–strain curves for the basalt, carbon, and steel FRCM coupons realized
with the three cement-based matrices are illustrated in Figure 9. The basalt and carbon
curves, especially those relevant to matrix C, clearly show the typical three-phase trend
observed in FRCM tensile tests and alternative clamping-grip configurations [23]: In the
first phase, the load is mainly resisted by the matrix until the matrix tensile strength is
attained. Subsequently, load drops are observed corresponding to the formation of multiple
cracks along the FRCM coupon (second stage). Finally, in the third phase, matrix crack
saturation takes place and the applied load is mainly resisted by the reinforcement fabric
and increases progressively until failure (the test is stopped when the load decreases of
more than 80% compared to the maximum recorded load).

By looking at the axis scale of the secondary y-axis reported in the plots, the transition
point (corresponding to the first mortar cracking) of all the stress–strain curves is associated
with a value of σmatrix in the range 1–3 MPa, slightly variable depending on the matrix
employed: these stress values are consistent with the expected matrix tensile strength
resulting from the measured flexural strength (assuming, as preliminary estimate, matrix
tensile strength equal to half of the corresponding matrix flexural strength in Figure 3,
according to Model Code 2010 formulation [24,37]) and with the clevis-grip tensile test
results on the plain matrices reported in Figure 8. The difference observed in the stress
values among the three matrices in the first stage of loading clearly indicates the dominant
role of the matrix mechanical characteristics on the FRCM coupon initial tensile behavior.
The matrix C is associated with the highest stress value in the transition point σt for all
fabrics studied, which inherently results from the highest value of the matrix flexural
strength in Figure 3, and, consequently, the highest matrix tensile strength σmatrix. Not
only in the pre-cracked phase, but also in the cracked phase, matrix C shows the best
mechanical performance in terms of FRCM coupon tensile strength σf (for all fabrics) and
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ultimate tensile strain ε f u (for all but one case, i.e., basalt FRCM), which indicates a very
good compatibility behavior at the fabric–matrix interface that makes it possible to exploit
the tensile properties of the reinforcement mesh to a relatively large extent. This suggests
that matrix C could be indicated as the most suitable candidate to optimize the interfacial
stress transfer at the fiber–matrix interface thus exalting the mechanical performances of
the composite system.
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Figure 9. Stress–strain curves of basalt, carbon, and steel FRCM coupons realized with different
cement-based matrices.

Further considerations can be argued comparing the stress–strain curves by varying
the fabric material type. It is possible to observe a more marked stress drop for the basalt
and carbon FRCM coupons than the steel FRCM coupons, which is symptomatic of a
significantly lower amount of fabric reinforcement area (compare again the surface mesh
density listed in Table 1 for the three fabrics studied) that is not enough to absorb the energy
released as soon as the matrix cracking occurs, as was also observed in other literature
studies [26,33]. The difference in the transition between the uncracked and cracked stage of
the different composites could also be due to the different matrix–textile bond behaviors.
On the contrary, a narrow stress plateau (rather than a sudden stress drop) can be observed
in the steel FRCM coupons after the first mortar cracking, which confirms that the energy
released in this case is fully absorbed by the UHTSS steel cords due to the higher fabric
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density of the steel reinforcement, which is indeed one order of magnitude higher than
the basalt and carbon density surface density. The scatter of the stress–strain curves of the
tested coupons in Figure 9 is reasonably in line with other tensile tests of FRCM composites
from the literature [24,26] and might be attributed to chaotically distributed micro-defects
within the cement-based matrix (for the variability of the curves observed in the first stage
of the loading process) and to the random occurrence of multiple matrix micro-cracks not
always falling within the gauge of the extensometer (for the variability of the curves in the
second and third stages of the loading process).

With regard to the failure mechanisms, the failure is either ascribed to complete fiber
slippage within the matrix (for basalt and carbon FRCM, see Figures 10 and 11) or to
mortar splitting in the gripped part of the specimen (for steel FRCM, see Figure 12). In
particular, for both basalt and carbon FRCM, once the crack pattern becomes stable (i.e., no
new cracks develop), the increasing axial strain resulting from the imposed displacement
is allowed by further crack opening and fiber slippage within the matrix. Therefore, the
tensile behavior of basalt and carbon FRCM is mainly related to the bond performance at
the fabric–matrix interface.
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As shown in Figure 10, the number of cracks in the basalt FRCM for all the studied
matrices is generally larger than in the carbon FRCM coupons (cf. Figure 11), which is
consistent with the numerous stress drops beyond the transition point in the corresponding
stress–strain curves. For some specimens realized with matrix B, splitting of mortar
within the gripping length of the basalt FRCM coupons is also observed. In general,
the pre-impregnation of the basalt fabric allows for a relatively large ultimate strain of the
FRCM coupons (>1%) resulting from the good bond behavior at the fabric–matrix interface
compared to the carbon and steel fabrics, which is in line with the higher values of the
fabric ultimate strain reported in Table 1.

In the carbon FRCM coupons (Figure 11), the failure typically occurs with one main
matrix crack from which fiber slippage is triggered for matrix A and B, whereas multiple
cracks develop for matrix C, which indeed corresponds to multiple stress drops in the
corresponding stress–strain curves in Figure 9. In the latter case (matrix C), despite the
higher value of tensile strength, the fiber exploitation ratio is still relatively low (a value of
tensile strength of the carbon FRCM coupons of around 500–600 MPa is attained, much
lower than the theoretical fabric tensile strength equal to 1850 MPa as reported in Table 1)
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because the fiber filaments within each yarn are plausibly subjected to a non-homogeneous
stress distribution.
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More specifically, for carbon FRCM coupons realized with matrix C, after the formation
and development of multiple cracks along the free portion of the specimen, slippage of
fabric takes place and in some cases, the specimen fails with an asymmetric profile, as
depicted in Figure 11, which indicates an uneven stress distribution among various fiber
filaments and among different yarns. This undesired behavior, often noted in the literature
for other dry (i.e., not pre-impregnated) fiber textiles such as PBO composites [24], can
be explained by considering that the matrix impregnates more easily the external (sleeve)
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fiber filaments of the single yarn, while leaving the internal (core) ones in a dry form. This
heterogeneous degree of impregnation of the fiber yarns gives rise to a telescopic failure of
the carbon filaments, lowering the overall tensile strength of the carbon fabric. To avoid
this uneven stress distribution among the fiber filaments within each yarn, in the literature
carbon textiles for FRCM systems were also used in their “coated” version, i.e., by fully
pre-impregnating the fiber filaments with a flexible epoxy resin combined with a layer of
quartz sand [33] through different levels of pre-impregnation (light, medium, and high) [16]
or using other epoxy-based impregnation agents [31].

On the contrary, for steel FRCM, the failure (illustrated in Figure 12) is ascribed to
the splitting of the mortar due to longitudinal cracks in the gripping area with minimal
fabric slippage within the matrix, which inherently suggests a better bond performance
between the UHTSS steel cords and the surrounding matrix. The very high fiber density of
the UHTSS steel cords exert a high shear bond stress at the fabric–matrix interface, thus
forming a rupture surface parallel to the primary direction of the fabric, as was similarly
observed in other works from the literature [26]. Therefore, for steel FRCM coupons, it is
the quality of the mortar (rather than the fabric characteristics) that influences not only the
ultimate behavior, but also the stiffness of the FRCM coupon in the uncracked and cracked
phases through a progressive widening of the longitudinal cracks in the gripping area
(although in this case it might be not appropriate to identify these two phases, considering
the absence of a clear transition point in Figure 9).

Even though few replications (two–four, depending on the case) of identical specimens
are considered (certainly less than the minimum number of tests required for rigorous
acceptance methods [26,32]), it is interesting to compute the mean values (along with perti-
nent error bars) of the mechanical parameters introduced in Section 2.4, which represent
indicators of the stiffness, strain, and stress tensile response of the FRCM coupons [38,39].
The histograms of such parameters are shown in Figure 13 for all the tested FRCM coupons.
As intuitively observed through the stress–strain curves, the stiffness characteristics of the
specimens (both in the uncracked, E∗

f , and cracked, E f , phase) are not significantly affected
by the selection of a specific matrix, while they are sensibly influenced by the kind of fabric
employed. Indeed, there is no clear trend in the values of tensile moduli calculated on
FRCM coupons prepared with the same fabric but using different mortar matrices—the
differences of E∗

f are relatively high only for basalt FRCM coupons, and are limited to
within a ±15% range for the carbon and steel FRCM coupons.

A common quality observed in the three kinds of fabrics is that the lowest uncracked
tensile modulus E∗

f is obtained for matrix B, which is consistent with the fact that this matrix
is indeed associated with the lowest value of flexural strength among the three studied
matrices, as reported in the previous Figure 3. This result confirms that the stiffness in the
first stage of loading (up to the transition point) is mainly influenced by the properties of
the mortar matrix. In the case of clamping-grip tensile tests, the value of cracked elastic
modulus E f should be, in principle, consistent with the bare fiber elastic modulus [23]
(in a hypothetical scenario in which the matrix is fully cracked, the contribution of the
matrix would be negligible). On the other hand, in the clevis-grip tensile tests, matrix–
textile slippage may occur within the gripped length. This is why the measured cracked
elastic modulus E f can be lower than that of the bare fabric. According to this explanation,
the values of E f experimentally measured in the basalt and carbon FRCM coupons and
reported in Figure 13 are slightly lower than the elastic moduli of the corresponding bare
fabrics, which is also plausibly due to the fact that the bundles are not undergoing a
uniform stress state and that fabric–matrix slippage governs the tensile behavior in most
cases. Additionally, the secant slope is also marginally influenced by a residual stiffness
contribution of the cracked mortar (i.e., crack bridging effects, friction and interlocking
at the fabric–matrix interface, etc.). The measured elastic moduli in the uncracked and
cracked phase for the steel FRCM coupons are relatively close to each other, which is due
to the absence of a clear transition point in the stress–strain curves.
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respectively) of FRCM coupons realized with different fabrics and cement-based matrices.

With regard to the strain response, the strain at the transition point εt falls in the range
0.05–0.11% for the three fabrics, and its value is related to the matrix employed. In matrix A,
the mortar cracking occurs at lower strain values than in matrices B and C, and matrix
C is associated with the largest values of εt and ε f u for carbon and steel FRCM. A very
good compatibility behavior is observed between matrix B and basalt fabric, with ultimate
strain values >1.5%, corresponding to the splitting of mortar within the gripping area of
the specimen (cf. again Figure 10). However, for the three fabrics, the ultimate strains ε f u
(in general characterized by a lower dispersion value than the elastic moduli) are much
lower than the ultimate strain capacity of the bare fabric, as the test is stopped when the
fabric–matrix slippage becomes excessive, sometimes causing localized rotation or parasitic
out-of-plane movements of the steel tabs. With regard to the stress response, as anticipated
above, the two-component matrix C exhibits the best performance in terms of tensile
strength σf u for the three considered fabrics, whereas the behavior of the one-component
matrices A and B is relatively comparable for steel FRCM. For basalt and carbon FRCM,
the matrix B exhibits a superior performance than the matrix A in terms of ultimate tensile
strength σf u for basalt and carbon FRCM (+22% and +54%, respectively).
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4. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

Clevis-grip tensile tests on FRCM systems realized with customized matrices, ad hoc
developed in this work, have been presented. The FRCM systems investigated in this paper
are fabricated with three matrices characterized by a different mix design and prepared with
three different resins/binders, namely one-component mortar incorporating dispersible
copolymer powder of vinyl acetate and ethylene (matrix A and B) or two-component mortar
with liquid resin of carboxylated styrene–butadiene copolymer (matrix C). Three fabrics,
namely basalt pre-impregnated textile, carbon dry fiber rovings, and ultra-high strength
steels galvanized wires twisted in cords, were investigated. This made it possible to identify
the most suitable resin/binder for improving the adhesion between the cementitious matrix
and the fabric.

The main findings of this research work can be summarized as follows:

1. With regard to the mechanical characteristics of the matrices, matrix C exhibits a lower
performance than matrix A in the early curing times (3 days) but better mechanical
behavior during the development of the hardening process (+20% and +30% at 7
and 28 days in terms of flexural strength, +33% at 28 days in terms of compression
strength). Matrix B exhibits the worst performance among the three considered
matrices at 28 days, with strength results slightly lower than those of matrix A.

2. With regard to the stress–strain curves, the basalt and carbon FRCM coupons show
a three-phase trend, similar to what is observed in alternative clamping-grip tensile
tests from the literature: in the first phase, the load is mainly resisted by the matrix
until the matrix tensile strength is attained; subsequently, load drops are observed
corresponding to the formation of multiple cracks along the FRCM coupon; finally, in
the third phase, matrix crack saturation takes place and the applied load is mainly
resisted by the reinforcement fabric and increases progressively until failure. On the
contrary, a stress plateau (rather than a sudden stress drop) is observed in the steel
FRCM coupons after the first mortar cracking (transition point), which confirms that
the energy released is fully absorbed by the UHTSS steel cords due to the higher fabric
density of the steel reinforcement than the basalt and carbon fabrics.

3. The matrix tensile stress in the first stage of loading clearly indicates the dominant role
of the matrix mechanical characteristics on the FRCM coupon initial tensile behavior.
Matrix C is associated with the highest stress value in the transition point σt for all
fabrics studied, which inherently results from the highest value of the matrix flexural
strength. Not only in the pre-cracked phase, but also in the cracked phase the matrix C
shows the best mechanical performance in terms of FRCM coupon tensile strength σf
(for all fabrics) and ultimate tensile strain ε f u (for all but one case, i.e., basalt FRCM),
which indicates a very good compatibility behavior at the fabric–matrix interface. For
basalt and carbon FRCM, the matrix B exhibits a superior performance than matrix A
in terms of ultimate tensile strength σf u for basalt and carbon FRCM (+22% and +54%,
respectively).

4. The failure for basalt and carbon FRCM is ascribed to complete fiber slippage within
the matrix: therefore, the tensile behavior of basalt and carbon FRCM mainly relies
on the bond performance at the fabric–matrix interface. A very good compatibility
behavior is observed between matrix B and basalt fabric, with ultimate strain values
>1.5% corresponding to the splitting of mortar within the gripping area of the spec-
imen. In carbon FRCM coupons, the failure typically occurs with one main matrix
crack from which fiber slippage is triggered for matrix A and B, whereas multiple
cracks develop for matrix C, which indeed corresponds to multiple stress drops in
the corresponding stress–strain curves. In some cases, slippage of carbon fabric takes
place with an asymmetric profile because the fiber filaments within each yarn are
plausibly subjected to a non-homogeneous stress distribution considering that the
cement-based matrix impregnates more easily the external (sleeve) fiber filaments of
the single yarn while leaving the internal (core) ones in a dry form. On the contrary,
for steel FRCM, the failure is ascribed to the splitting of the mortar due to longitudinal
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cracks in the gripping area, with minimal fabric slippage within the matrix, which
suggests a better bond performance between the UHTSS steel cords and the surround-
ing matrix. Therefore, for steel FRCM coupons, it is the quality of the mortar (rather
than the fabric characteristics) that influences not only the ultimate behavior but also
the stiffness of the FRCM coupon in the uncracked and cracked phase.

In the authors’ opinion, the experimental findings reported in this paper can be useful
for designing optimized mortar mixes aimed at realizing novel FRCM composites or at
improving existing FRCM systems, by suitably accounting for compatibility behavior
and slippage at the fabric–matrix interface. For a complete characterization of the FRCM
systems of this experimental campaign, the tensile test results will be complemented, in a
forthcoming article, with double-lap shear bond tests performed on different substrates
(concrete, tuff, and clay bricks) to investigate the occurrence of other potential failure modes
(i.e., cohesive debonding within the substrate and detachment at the FRCM–substrate
interface [26]) and to determine appropriate conventional stress and strain values [27] for
designing strengthening interventions on existing structures.
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